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Application filed January 10, 1910, Serial No.

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Louis I. BERKoVITZ,
a citizen of the United States, and resident
of Boston, in the county of Suffolk and
State of Massachusetts, have invented new
and useful Improvements in Hammock-Sup
ports, of which the following is a specifica
tion.
This invention relates to a hammock sup
port, and its object is to provide an in
proved collapsible or folding hammock sup
port of few parts and simple construction,

I providing the plate b with a tongue b ex
tending into the bore of the piping beyond

the slot b. A rivet b passing through the
sides of the piping b and the plate b holds
the plate in place. Each plate b' is made
with an aperture or eye b5 which is adapted
to pass over the Screw a' at the end of the
top frame. A tubular eyelet b° passing
through the apertures b of each pair of legs
O
pivotally holds the legs together, and leaves
an aperture or eye for the entrance of the
Screw C. Somewhat larger than the diameter
which when extended or set up will consti of the screw as best shown in Fig. 4, so that
tute a strong and rigid support, and which it can be slipped freely on and of the screw.
5 may be quickly and easily folded one part A tihumb nut u is provided for each screw
upon another in substantially paraliel rela a' to clalp the plates i? at the tops of the
tion in compact form for storage or trans legs to the top fl'anae ( as shown in Fig. i.
portation.
Each leg l is also connected with the top
In the accompanying drawings which fi'anne member a by a diagonal brace c piv
20 illustrate certain embodiments of the inven | oted at one end to the leg as sihown at c',
tion-Figure 1 is a perspective view of the and to the top frame at c'. The detailed
preferred form of the invention set up : Fig. construction of the pivotal connection be
2 is a side view of said hammock support tween the braces c and the top frame c is
shown in Fig. 1, illustrating the manner in best illustrated in Fig. 5. A bracket cd Se
25 which it is folded; Fig. 3 is an elevation of cured to the top frame ( by a rivet d is
one of the pairs of legs and leg brace of made with two downwardly projecting eal's
the hammock support shown in Figs. I and connected by a bolt c. The braces C al'e
2, in folded relation: Fig. 4 is a detail view provided with holes through which the bolt
in elevation showing the construction of the c; passes, said holes being suilicielltly large
30 top of a pair of legs; Fig. 5 is is cross see to permit the braces lot only to Swing oil
tional view through the top frame unenber the bolt in a plane perpendicular to its axis,
showing in detail the construction of the but also to love laterally . With 'eiation
bracket hereinafter described: lig. (3 is a thereto. Between the braces c is a holicy
side view of a modified form of hullinoel cylindrical or trillar sleeve of which selves
35 support set up: Fig. is an end view of the both as a spacell between the ends of the
hammock support shown in Fig. 6; and Fig. braces c and also as a pivotal Suppoi'i, for
8 is a botton View of one end of the han the hook h from which the hamlock Ed is
mock support shown in Figs, 6 and 7 when suspended. A brace e is provided between
folded.
the legs of each pair aid is pivotally coll
40
Referring to the form of hammock Sup lected at One eid to Ole leg as shown at
port shown in Figs, 1 to 5 inclusive, a lepre c', and detachably secured to the the leg at
sents the top flame member, herein shown its opposite end by meals of a diagonal slot
as a tubular bal' or section of piping, and e°, in which a stude on the leg b is seated
b, b a pair of diverging legs at each end of when the device is set up. Athull screw
45 the top frame member which as herein ! eik on the stude clamps the slotted end of
shown, also consist of tubular bars or pip brace e to the leg b. When the hanunlock
ing. Secured within each end of the top support is to be collapsed ol' folded the screw
frame member and projecting therefrom is e' of each pair of legs is removed and the
a screw a '. Each leg b is provided at its braces e folded upon leg b as shown in Fig.
50 top with a plate b rigidly Secured thereto. 3, and the two legs of each pair folded to
The form of securement herein shown con gether as also shown in Fig. 3. As already
sists in making the ends of the legs b with described, the braces d are allowed some
a slot b° into which the plate b is set, and lateral cy, and will Swing toward each
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other on the bolt c when the legs are closed
together. The nuts a are then removed and
the eyes at the tops of the legs are slipped
off from screws a' and folded inward upon
the top frame member a. Fig. 2 shows one
pair of legs completely folded, and the other
pair in the process of being folded. Thus,
all the parts of the structure, namely, the
top frame, legs and braces may be folded one

slip over said screws, nuts to hold said eye.

lets and plates in place on said screws, and 65
braces between said top frame member and
said legs, pivotally connected thereto, where
by the ends of the legs may be disconnected
from the top. frame member and all the 70
parts of the structure folded one upon an
other.
3. In a hammock support, comprising a
top
frame member, legs and braces there
0 upon another in approximately parallel re
between
connected and adapted to
lation and in compact form for storage or fold onepivotally
upon another, a bracket for the 75
transportation.
connection between the braces and
In the form shown in Figs. 6, 7 and 8 the pivotal
top frame member secured to the top
top frame member and the legs, instead of the
5 being made of piping, are made of angle frame member and having a pair of down
projecting ears, a pin connecting 80 .
metal. When this form is used the brackets wardly
said
ears,
which pin the braces are piv
dare preferably secured on the under side oted, and on
hammock suspending means sup
within the channel of the angle metal by ported by said
pin.
bolts d, instead of extending over the to
4. In a hammock support, comprising a
20 of the bar as shown in Fig.1. The pivota
top frame member, legs and braces there
connection between the upper ends of the between
connected and adapted
legs of each pair, in this form of hammock fold onepivotally
upon
another,
a bracket for the
support, and the connection between the tops pivotal connection between
the braces ind
of each pair of legs and the end of the top the top frame member secured
to the top
25 frame member, instead of consisting of two
frame
member,
and
having
a
pair
of down 90
plates,
one
secured
to
each
leg,
consists
of
wardly
projecting
ears,
a
pin
connecting
the single plate f. The legs are pivoted to said ears, on which pin the braces are piv
the lower E. of the plate f by rivets or
a hook supported by said pin between
bolts f and the extent of the spread of said oted,
30 legs is limited by the inclined edges f' of the said ears, and E. suspending means
by said pin.
plate, which engage the side webs of the supported
In a hammock support, comprising a 95
channel iron legs, the edges f of the end webs top5. frame
member, legs and braces there
of the legs being beveled or inclined to permit between pivotally
connected and dapted to
the legs to be spread. In the upper part of fold one upon another,
a bracket for the
plate f is an aperture or eye fadapted to pivotal connection between
the braces and 100
slip on and off the screw a' at the end of the the top frame member secured
top
top frame member. In other respects the frame member and having a pairtoofthe
down
construction of this form of hammock sup wardly projecting ears, a pin connecting.
port is the same as that illustrated in Figs.
40 1 to 5 inclusive, and the method of folding said ears, on which pin the braces are piv
oted, a sleeve upon said pin serving as a
and extending the device is the same.
spacer between said braces and on a pivotal
I claim:
for the hammock suspending means.
1. A hammock support, comprising a top support
6. A hammock support, comprising a top
frame member having a screw projecting frame
having a projection at each
45 from each end, a pair of legs at each end end, a member
pair of legs at each end adapted to 10
adapted to be folded together, a plate se be folded
the upper ends of said
cured to the upper end of each leg provided legs beingtogether,
connected with the
with an aperture adapted to slip over said ends of said separably
top
frame
member
by means of
screws, nut 3 to hold said plates in place in
provided at the tops of the legs adapted
50 said screws, and braces between said top eyes
slip over and engage said projections, 5
frame member and said legs, pivotally con to
means
separably to secure said eyes upon
nected thereto, whereby the ends of the legs said projections,
braces pivotally cont
may be disconnected from the top frame necting said top and
frame
member and said
member and all the parts of the structure legs.
55 folded one upon another.
hammock support, comprising atop 120
2. A hammock support, comprising a top 7. A member
having a screw projectin
frame member having a screw projecting frame
from
each
end,
a pair of legs at each en
from each end, a pair of legs at each end adapted to be folded
together, the upper
adapted to be folded together, a plate se ends
of
said
legs
being
separably connected
60 cured to the upper end of each leg provided
with
the
ends
of
said
top
member by 125
with an aperture, a tubular pivot member or means of eyes provided atframe
the
tops
the
eyelet pivotally connecting the apertures of legs adapted to slip over and engageofsaid
the two plates of each pair and adapted to
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3.

provided with an aperture adapted to slip 10
screws, nuts to secure said eyes upon said: over and engage said screw, and a nut to
Screws, and braces pivotally connecting said hold said plate in place on said screw.
top frame member and said legs.
by meat Boston, Massachusetts
8. In a hammock support, a top frame thisSigned
fourthday
of January 1910.
member, legs, braces betweeen the legs and
LOUIS I. BERKOWITZ.
the top frame member, and separable con With esses:
nection between the legs. and the top frame
ROBERT
CUSHMAN,
member comprising a screw projecting from
CHARLEs D. WooDBERRY.
the end of the top frame member, a plate

